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Bob’s Auto Café is pleased to announce its partnership with SK Hand Tools, an IDEAL
INDUSTRIES Company; a family-owned, blue-collar American company that believes in
serving the hardest working tradesmen in the world.
“When we saw where SK was going with their R and D, and felt their tools in our hands, we
knew we had a fit,” said Daniel Lacy, Executive Director at BAC. “And we knew where they
had been. When my dad put a hand tool in my hand, back in the mid 60’s, it was an SK Hand
Tool. As we train people up in the automotive industry so that they can support their families, we
know SK is a family that they can grow with.”
People know SK, not only for high quality products, but for a high level of integrity as well. At a
time when other companies took manufacturing jobs overseas, SK recommitted itself to
American quality and the American tradesman. With forging facilities in Colorado Springs, and
a brand new manufacturing and distribution center in Sycamore, Illinois, all SK professional
tools are crafted with American steel in the U.S.A. The American tradesman looks to SK Hand
Tools for quality and precision they can trust.
Bob’s Auto Cafe looks forward to its partnership with SK Hand Tools. Such trustworthy and
reliable hand tools will assist Bob’s Auto Cafe to train up skilled automotive workers. The right
tools-SK hand tools-will empower Bob’s Auto Cafe to service cars of the community for a
reasonable charge. SK Hand Tools are available through Mobil and National Distributors.
Bob’s Auto Café is a 501 (c)3 non-profit that trains people, services cars and cares for
community.
SK Hand Tools - www.skhandtools.com
Bob’s Auto Café - www.bobsautocafe.com
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